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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

Participants varied in exposure to Northern Norwegian (NN) dialect(s), where number
marking differs from most other Norwegian dialects. In a comprehension task involv-
ing reading NN dialect writing, P600 effects for number agreement were significantly
affected by NN exposure. The more exposure the NN nonnatives had, the larger the
P600 was, driven by the presence of number agreement (ungrammatical in NN). In
contrast, less exposure correlated to the inverse: P600 driven by the absence of number
agreement (ungrammatical in most other dialects). The NN natives showed P600 driven
by the presence of number agreement regardless of exposure. These findings suggests
that bilectalism entails the representation of distinct mental grammars for each dialect.
However, like all instances of bilingualism, bilectalism exists on a continuum whereby
linguistic processing is modulated by linguistic experience.

Keywords bilectalism; ERP; syntactic processing; linguistic experience

Introduction

Bilectalism (also sometimes referred to in the literature as “bidialectal-
ism”) refers to a case where individuals—bilectals—are sufficiently exposed
to two distinct varieties (e.g., two spoken dialects) of what is largely de-
scribed under a singular linguistic label, for example, Norwegian. Cru-
cially, the grammars of these varieties must be sufficiently different, even
if the varieties are mutually intelligible, so one would expect some level
of competing underlying grammatical representations (Chambers & Trudgill,
1998).

Although there may be valid reasons to question the treatment of bilectal-
ism as a subcategory of bilingualism, the relevant question is whether empir-
ical facts warrant such a label. Investigating the way in which closely related
varieties are acquired and processed, including how they may affect one an-
other, should play a significant role in answering this question. As yet, little
is known about how potential bilectals process grammatical information in
distinct dialects to which they become (increasingly) exposed (e.g., Southern
Norwegians who have moved to a new dialect region in Northern Norway later
in life). Even less is known about how the brain processes linguistic informa-
tion in bilectal contexts. In the present paper we endeavor to address these
important gaps in the literature.

Here we investigate bilectal processing among individuals living in
Northern Norway, who vary considerably in terms of their experience with
Northern Norwegian (NN) dialects (including both native1 Northerners and
speakers of other dialects who relocated to the North). Specifically, we test
how they process grammatical properties in NN, both properties (e.g., gender
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

agreement) that are shared across Norwegian regional dialects (as well as
both standardized written varieties, Bokmål and Nynorsk) and a property that
is unique to NN (namely, number (non)agreement). Both properties (gender
and number (non)agreement) are categorical (nonoptional) in each dialect.
Unlike previous studies that examined dialectal processing of one specific
syntactic property (e.g., Norwegian gender: Lundquist & Vangsnes, 2018), our
study manipulated the degree of configurational dialectal alignment by pairing
one property where dialect grammars coincide (gender agreement) with one
where NN is unique compared to other regional varieties and the written
standards (number agreement). Specifically, NN prohibits predicative number
agreement, whereas nearly all other spoken and written varieties of Norwegian
require it (Sandøy, 1988). Stimuli were presented in NN dialektskriving
“dialect writing” or talemålsnær skriving “speech-close writing”: a nonstan-
dardized written form of NN dialect with a high incidence of local or regional
dialect features, frequently used by NN dialect users in digital social media
(Røyneland & Vangsnes, 2020; see below for further description of the Norwe-
gian language context and the grammatical conditions tested). By correlating
bilectals’ event-related potential responses to their degree of experience with
the target dialect (NN), while controlling for native speaker status, we aim to
elucidate linguistic processing patterns arising in relation to the gradient spec-
trum of experiences with multiple grammars, specifically within the context of
bilectalism.

Background Literature

Electrophysiological Measures of Agreement Processing in Second
Language Literature
The present study uses event-related potentials (ERPs), a technique in which
visual or auditory stimuli are presented concurrently with the recording of a
subject’s electroencephalogram (EEG), time-locking the signal to the presenta-
tion of a certain stimulus (or event) of interest. Investigating fluctuations in the
EEG signal that unfold during the processing of a linguistic stimulus now has a
decades-long tradition in psycholinguistics and has provided insights into some
of the most fundamental aspects of language processing. One such feature of
real-time language use is the computation of syntactic relationships between
words at a distance. Long-distance dependencies are essential to language,
but they represent a challenge during incremental sentence processing because
a linguistic element that demands some kind of correspondence (e.g., a syn-
tactic subject) must be held in memory until a subsequent, adequate element
(e.g., a verb) provides the missing information. One prominent example of
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

these long-distance dependencies is morphosyntactic agreement, where words
that are meant to be interpreted together in some way receive systematically
associated morphological markings.

ERP research into agreement processing by native speakers of a
language has shown some robust patterns. One of the most frequently
reported associations across studies involving different languages is that be-
tween violations of morphosyntactic agreement and the emergence of the ERP
component known as P600, a positive deflection peaking between 500 and
900 ms after stimulus onset, typically maximal over electrodes situated at left-
parietal regions of the scalp (e.g., Alemán Bañón et al., 2012; Frenck-Mestre
et al., 2008; Hagoort, 2003; Osterhout & Mobley, 1995).

This does not make the P600 a component specific to human syntax, but
rather reflects sensitivity to some kind of rule-based structural knowledge,
found both within and beyond language (e.g., Kuperberg, 2007; Patel et al.,
1998; van de Meerendonk et al., 2013). Although violations of syntactic agree-
ment have been shown to elicit a wider range of ERP patterns across popu-
lations (e.g., Friederici et al., 1996; Molinaro et al., 2015), which might re-
flect averaging effects over individual differences (Tanner, 2019), grand mean
analyses in sufficiently large groups of native speakers almost invariably yield
a P600 component. Nonnative speakers typically display more variability in
their electrophysiological responses to agreement violations, which has been
associated with differences in second language (L2) proficiency and typo-
logical distance between the first language (L1) and L2 (see Alemán Bañón
et al., 2018, for an overview). At higher proficiencies, nonnative speakers
who are familiar with a given syntactic agreement feature from their L1
(e.g., number, person, or gender agreement) have been found to display P600-
like responses to agreement violations (e.g., Alemán Bañón et al., 2014, 2018;
Foucart & Frenck-Mestre, 2012). By contrast, some novel (i.e., L2-only) fea-
tures elicit P600 responses only in very high proficiency L2 speakers (Rossi
et al., 2014).

Language Processing in Bilectal Speakers
Although there is some neurocognitive research on bilectal speakers, the exist-
ing literature has mainly examined phonetic/phonological and semantic pro-
cessing (e.g., Bühler et al., 2017; Goslin et al., 2012; Lanwermeyer et al.,
2016; Martin et al., 2016). A composite view from these studies suggests that
(a) there is a difference in language processing between native and nonna-
tive speakers of a dialect, and (b) the processing of phonetic/phonological and
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semantic features seems to depend on the amount of exposure to the given
dialect.

Research investigating online processing of morphosyntactic dialectal vari-
ation is extremely scarce. To our knowledge, there are only two recent studies
on the topic involving subregional dialects of American English. Zaharchuk
et al. (2021) examined the processing of double modals (e.g., might could)—a
construction that is often used in Southern United States English (SUSE)—
by two groups of listeners: (a) those who are exposed regularly to SUSE
(Southern) and (b) those who are not (non-Southern). In a comprehension task
using ERPs, they found that both groups of listeners displayed a larger ampli-
tude P600 to double modals than to single modal constructions (e.g., could).
Findings thus suggest that the two types of listeners, regardless of their rela-
tive exposure to SUSE, processed double modals in a similar way, more in line
with what might be expected for the standard (or unmarked) language variety.
Such a finding leaves unclear, if not questionable, the extent to which individ-
uals more exposed to SUSE actually have distinct representations for double
modals, given the null effect. Garcia (2017) and Garcia et al. (2022) examined
ERP responses to the omission of the third-person singular verb agreement
marker -s, such omission being a prominent feature of African American Ver-
nacular English. Monolectal speakers of Standard American English showed
larger P600 effects when the verb agreement marker was omitted than bilectal
speakers of African American Vernacular English and Standard American En-
glish. The offline behavioral results mirrored the ERP findings: Bilectal speak-
ers accepted sentences with -s drop more often than monolectal speakers. As
a result, these findings seem to indicate a distinct representation from that for
Standard American English.

Taken together, the picture that emerges (admittedly from only two studies)
is rather unclear. Although there are both methodological and sociolinguistic
reasons for the differing results from the two studies (showing or not showing
EEG evidence for distinct representations underlying the features), the fact that
the studies were carried out in the United States (U.S.) could also be relevant.
In the U.S. context, the sociolinguistic milieu differs greatly from other con-
texts of regional bilectalism found in different parts of the world. For example,
the two subdialects of American English investigated in the studies clearly do
not share equal status with Standard American English in the U.S., very differ-
ently from the case of Norwegian dialects in Norway. In the case of the U.S.,
it is often difficult to tease apart the effects of social stigma, prestige, identity,
and salience attached to certain dialects from the effects of input, since more
prestigious, standardized dialects tend to be more available in the listener’s
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input. The dialectal landscape of Norway, as described in detail below, is an
ideal setting to minimize this issue of dialectal status: No official spoken stan-
dard exists in Norway, and thus dialects are perceived as a part of one’s identity
and a sign of democracy and decentralization (Røyneland, 2009).

Norway as a Natural Laboratory
Varieties of Norwegian
Like most other countries in Western Europe, Norway must be characterized
as multilingual. Currently, 18.5% of the population of 5.4 million are immi-
grants or children of two immigrants and speak a multitude of different lan-
guages (Statistics Norway, 2021). The main official language of the country
is Norwegian, used in all sectors of life and throughout the country, and even
this language has—for historical reasons—two mutually intelligible but dis-
tinct written varieties with unique grammatical systems: Bokmål and Nynorsk.
Even though they enjoy equal judicial status at the national level, Bokmål is
by far the most widespread variety across all sectors of public life: A modest
10–15% of the population are regular users of Nynorsk.

In addition to writing in the standard varieties, the practice of writing “in
dialect” in private contexts in regional parts of Norway has become common-
place, especially in computer-mediated communication and social media (see
Røyneland & Vangsnes, 2020, and references therein). In dialect writing, di-
alect users display and make use of local or regional phonological, morphosyn-
tactic, and lexical forms (e.g., NN dialect writing displays dialect-specific num-
ber nonagreement on predicative adjectives, cf. (1–4) below). In other words,
regional dialects in contemporary Norway are used in both spoken and written
dimensions. This is important, as the stimuli in this study were written in NN
dialect.

As for spoken Norwegian, there are four major dialect regions (Eastern,
Western, Central [“Trøndersk”], and Northern Norwegian), which can be fur-
ther subdivided into several subdialects. Quite uniquely, Norway has no official
or even de facto spoken standard, although the Eastern Norwegian dialect spo-
ken in and around the capital, Oslo, arguably has a particular status. This is
witnessed, for instance, by the fact that this variety is spreading within Eastern
Norway, causing dialect leveling and even virtual dialect shifts in many places.

Currently, regional or local dialects are spoken in both private and public
contexts, including TV, media, universities, and parliament, irrespective of the
audience. Thus, diglossic situations are rare in contemporary Norway as far
as spoken language is concerned (Røyneland, 2009), and all Norwegians are,
to a greater or lesser extent, exposed to the spectrum of Norwegian dialects.
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

However, there is an asymmetrical skewing of such exposure to Southern East-
ern Norwegian due to the economic and political significance of the capital
region and to the distribution of the population (the Oslo regional area is home
to 1.7 million of the 5.4 million Norwegians). Consequently, Northern Nor-
wegian dialect natives will have much more access and exposure to Southern
Eastern dialect than the other way around.

Grammatical Variation in Norwegian
Although Norwegian spoken dialects are largely mutually intelligible, there are
important grammatical differences that go well beyond vocabulary and accent.
In some cases, the grammatical differences pertain to shared morphosyntactic
categories where the dialects display narrow misalignment in terms of the spe-
cific configurations they license. In other words, something that is grammatical
in one variety (e.g., agreement marking) can be markedly ungrammatical in the
other (and vice versa). These differences constitute the perfect testing ground
for our research questions.

One such case can be found when looking at NN number agreement in the
nominal domain (in particular, noun–predicative adjective agreement) in con-
trast to most other varieties. This is illustrated below in (1) and (2), which show
dialectally nonvarying masculine/neuter gender agreement (1a, b; 2a, b) and
dialect-specific number (non) agreement (1c,2c) (def. = definite; m. = mas-
culine; n. = neuter; sg. = singular; pl. = plural; ∅ = null element; * indicates
ungrammaticality). The data in (2) are written in so-called NN dialect writing
(a nonstandardized but frequently used dialect orthography, commonly found
in digital social communication, with which all participants were familiar). Re-
garding the number agreement patterns in (1c, 2c), most Norwegian dialects, as
well as both written standards Bokmål and Nynorsk, have obligatory number
agreement between a plural subject noun and a predicative adjective in copular
constructions, as shown for Bokmål in (1c). However, in NN the adjective can-
not be overtly inflected in the plural for the sentence to be grammatical (i.e.,
these forms have zero marking), as shown in (2c).

(1) Bokmål
a. Bil-en er fin/*fin-t.

Car-def.m.sg. is nice-m.sg./*n.sg.
“The car is nice.”

b. Hus-et er fin-t/*fin.
House-def.n.sg. is nice-n.sg./*m.sg.
“The house is nice.”

7 Language Learning 00:0, xxxx 2023, pp. 1–32
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

c. Bil-ene/Hus-ene er fin-e/*fin.
Car/House-def.pl. are nice-pl./*∅
“The cars/houses are nice.”

(2) Northern Norwegian
a. Bil-en e fin/*fin-t.

Car-def.m.sg. is nice-m.sg./*n.sg.
“The car is nice.”

b. Hus-e e fin-t/*fin.
House-def.n.sg. is nice-n.sg./*m.sg.
“The house is nice.”

c. Bil-an/Hus-an e fin/*fin-e.
Car/House-def.pl. are nice-∅/*pl.
“The cars/houses are nice.”

The variation in number agreement outlined in (1–2) above provides an
ideal natural setting for studying bilectal processing. The NN dialect requires
zero marking on adjectives in predicates, disallowing number agreement, but
when writing in Bokmål (the common standard orthography), NN natives must
apply number agreement, which is at odds with their native dialect. The oppo-
site is potentially true of an individual who has lived in Northern Norway for
a significant time, but moved there from another dialect region: Their native
grammar (and their knowledge of the common written standardized varieties)
requires number agreement at odds with the NN grammar to which they have
been (amply) exposed in their current naturalistic context.

This is in sharp contrast to agreement properties that are the same across
all dialects of Norwegian and standard written varieties, for example, gender
as in (3) and (4) below. For gender, any given violation of agreement is equally
ungrammatical in all dialects.

The present study uses written stimuli in NN like (4) to examine whether
implicit measures of language processing—in this case, time-locked EEG
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activity—show that the number agreement induces a conflictive parse as op-
posed to the baseline condition of gender. This can provide crucial information
about linguistic representation and processing in bilectals, whether natives of
the target dialect tested or L2 bilectals of it.

The Present Study

The present study measures and regresses exposure to or experience with NN
as a continuous variable in a diverse group of Norwegian speakers, ranging
from born-and-raised Northern Norwegians to people who moved to Northern
Norway from other dialectal regions later in life. We examine both offline
behavior (grammaticality judgments) and implicit language processing (ERPs)
in the NN dialect within two grammatical domains: (a) number agreement and
(b) gender agreement. The research questions are formulated as follows:

i. How do Norwegians living in Northern Norway process gender and
number agreement information in the NN written dialect mode?

ii. To what extent do exposure to NN and/or native speaker status in regard
to NN modulate potential individual differences?

iii. What does answering (i) and (ii) mean for discussions of whether bilec-
talism is a proper subcase of bilingualism, and in particular how nonna-
tive dialectal acquisition mirrors (or not) typical L2 bilingualism?

Recall that, whereas all dialects and written varieties show the same
patterns for gender agreement, NN shows essentially the opposite pattern to
(most) other dialects and the two written varieties (Bokmål and Nynorsk) for
number agreement in the context we examine here. Absence of the agree-
ment marker is obligatory (grammatical), and presence of the agreement
marker is ungrammatical: for example, NN bilan e fin/*fin-e “the cars are
nice-∅/*pl.” At the behavioral level, we expect all subjects, irrespective of
nativeness and/or degree of exposure to NN, to be able to provide judgments
suggesting they have at least explicit knowledge of how the NN dialect works:
where it accords with other varieties (gender) and where it differs from them
(number). At the brain level, however, whereas we do not anticipate any NN
nativeness- or exposure-related differences for gender, we do expect possible
differences for number, which could go in several directions.

We expect everyone to show a P600 effect, because no matter which pars-
ing strategy one uses (requiring or prohibiting number agreement, e.g., bilan
e fin/fin-e “the cars are nice-∅/pl.”), one of the presented forms is grammati-
cal whereas the other is ungrammatical; the grammaticality is simply flipped
across dialects (i.e., overt marking, which is consistent with most Norwegian

9 Language Learning 00:0, xxxx 2023, pp. 1–32
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

dialects as well as the two written standards Bokmål and Nynorsk, or zero
number marking, which is consistent with NN).

The relevant question is what triggers the P600 effect: Is it the overt mark-
ing (ungrammatical in NN) or the zero marking (ungrammatical in the other
dialects of the non-NN natives)? In principle, it is possible that the driving
force of the P600 is the same for all. This would mean that everyone (in our
sample) uses the NN strategy to parse number grammaticality, where the sig-
nature is driven by the presence of overt agreement. This would indicate that
all—natives and L2 bilectals alike—have (distinct) representations of NN and
use them for processing NN input. Because we have a rather large spectrum of
exposure to NN in our nonnative group, this would show that relatively little
dialectal exposure is needed for one to process number marking in a NN-like
manner. Alternatively, NN nativeness could predict P600 effects that are fully
reversed between the two groups. For NN natives, the P600 effect would be
elicited by instances of number agreement, ungrammatical in NN. For nonna-
tives, a P600 effect could be elicited by lack of agreement, ungrammatical in
(relevant) non-NN dialects. If such a strict divide were to be evidenced, given
that our nonnative group includes individuals with very high levels of exposure
to NN in its native context, this would suggest that even significant exposure
to nonnative dialects is inconsequential for developing distinct representations
for it. In line with contemporary data showing a continuous effect of engage-
ment with bilingual language use or exposure, we find the most likely outcome
to be individual differences for the bilectals, evidencing that the NN grammati-
cal contrast drives the P600 commensurable with increased exposure to and/or
engagement with NN over time. If demonstrated, this would mean that nonna-
tive bilectal acquisition is qualitatively similar to other instances of typical L2
acquisition.

Method

Participants
There were 111 native Norwegian participants tested for the current study.
Since the NN pattern for the linguistic property under investigation is shared
by certain Central dialects (“Trøndersk”), we excluded speakers born and/or
raised in that dialect region. Since the property shows variation among certain
Western Norwegian dialects (aligning in some cases with NN), we decided
on inclusion for potential participants born and/or raised in this area based
on a spoken sentence production task (see below) that revealed whether they
omitted the plural marker in their native dialect in the relevant contexts.
Six participants were excluded as a result, giving a final pool of 105
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

participants (mean age = 28.25 years, SD = 13.79, fe-
male = 74). Sixty-one participants were native speakers of
NN who were born in Northern Norway (mostly in Troms
County). Those who were not originally from Northern Norway
(n = 44) and categorized as nonnative NNs were born in various parts
of Norway (or, in the case of four participants, were born abroad but moved to
other parts of Norway at the latest by age three).

Most participants received their primary education in the Bokmål written
standard (n = 101), whereas the remaining four participants were educated in
both Bokmål and Nynorsk. The average education level was 3.29, on a scale
from 1 (primary school) to 5 (postgraduate degree; 13 scored 1 on the scale,
17 scored 2, 18 scored 3, 31 scored 4, and 26 scored 5). Participants had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision, no reading disorders, and no history of neuro-
logical impairment.

Tasks
Language Social Background Questionnaire and Spoken Sentence Task
We adapted the Language Social Background Questionnaire (LSBQ; Ander-
son et al., 2018) to assess the participants’ degree of use of and exposure
to the NN dialect. The LSBQ is a questionnaire originally established to de-
rive composite factor scores that represent overall levels of engagement with
bilingualism in various domains. It includes a detailed description of bilin-
gual usage patterns with different interlocutors across various settings and
provides a continuous assessment of bilingual language use and engagement.
Given that, to date, there is a lack of appropriate tools to assess engagement
in bilectalism, instead of asking about exposure to one language versus the
other (as indicated in the original version of the LSBQ), we adapted this ques-
tionnaire to reflect the participants’ exposure to the NN dialect versus other
dialects. A copy of this adapted questionnaire can be accessed via the fol-
lowing link: https://forms.gle/b4N8QJrnCQhiNaMq6. We then derived three
individual factor scores via the Factor Score Calculator (see Administration
and Scoring Manual: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.3972486.v1): (a) the
extent of NN dialect use at home, (b) NN dialect use in social settings, and
(c) proficiency in the NN dialect. Finally, a composite score was computed by
summing the factor scores weighted by each factor’s variance, reflecting par-
ticipants’ overall engagement with the NN dialect. This composite score was
used for further analyses in predicting language processing outcomes.

Assignment of native and nonnative NN speaker status for individuals was
done based on the biographical and language history factors from the LSBQ

11 Language Learning 00:0, xxxx 2023, pp. 1–32
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

in conjunction with a small spoken sentence production task. All participants
who declared being born and raised in Northern Norway, at least to the age
of six (applicable for a few who moved away from Northern Norway after
the age of six only to return later in life), and who used the NN dialect in
the sentence production task were assigned to the NN native group. This task,
administered after completing the ERP experiment, asked participants to read
out loud six sentences, written in Bokmål, in their native dialect (see Appendix
S1 in the Supporting Information online). These sentences contained the crit-
ical structure—a predicative adjective agreeing with a plural subject noun—
and were recorded in a separate sound file. For those who were categorized
as NN nonnatives, the mean age of moving to Northern Norway was 21.41
years (SD = 4.94, range: 6 years to 37 years), and the average length of resi-
dence in Northern Norway was 8.92 years (SD = 12.83, range: a few months to
47 years).

Event-Related Potential Experiment
In the main task, participants read sentences in NN on a computer screen while
electrophysiological activity was recorded at the scalp. As can be seen in the
examples above, especially (3) and (4), the written sentences make it obvious
that the modality is NN, due to both morphosyntactic and lexical differences
between Bokmål and NN. Some of these cues are the use of a preproprial ar-
ticle in NN (ho Liv “she Liv”), specific lexis (e.g., Bokmål barn vs. NN unga,
“children”), NN pronominal forms such as the oblique mæ “me” as opposed
to meg, and inflectional differences such as noun definite–number marking
(e.g., NN bil-an and Bokmål bil-ene “car”-def.pl). Crucially, relevant differ-
ences that characterize sentences as NN occur several times across all sen-
tences, that is, whether or not the target domain (gender or number) is distinct
in NN. Sentences were presented word by word, employing the rapid serial vi-
sual presentation method. The time from the onset of one word to the onset
of the next was 450 ms, with no interstimulus interval. This was intended to
enhance naturalness in reading pace and experience (see, e.g., Botella & Erik-
sen, 1992; Dambacher et al., 2012; Ditman et al., 2007) while still allowing for
accurate time-locking of the ERPs.

Embedded into the EEG recording was a behavioral judgment task. After
the last word of each sentence, participants were instructed to press the button
we marked for “correct” (the left button) or “incorrect” (the right button) on
the keyboard according to their judgment. The words “RIKTIG” (“correct”)
and “GALT” (“incorrect”), appearing on the same side of the screen as the rel-
evant response button, were defined to the participants in the following way:
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

“RIKTIG” was appropriate if they believed a given sentence is grammatical in
any one version or more of Norwegian and “GALT” if impossible in all ver-
sions of Norwegian. They were told that there was a time limit of 2.5 seconds
to provide their response. Acceptance rate and reaction time were recorded as
behavioral measures.

The experiment consisted of 300 sentences, of which 120 were experi-
mental items and 180 were fillers. Experimental sentences belonged to one
of four conditions, depending on the morphosyntactic property they probed
and whether they were grammatical or ungrammatical in NN. We will re-
fer to these conditions as gender agreement, gender nonagreement, number
agreement, and number nonagreement. To avoid having the same participant
see the agreement and mismatch versions of the same (gender or number) sen-
tence, we constructed two experimental lists. A total of 60 sentences per condi-
tion were constructed and assigned to each list following a Latin square design,
yielding 30 trials per condition per subject.

The structure of gender and number sentences was identical, as seen in
Examples (5) and (6), respectively (see Appendix S2 in the Supporting Infor-
mation online for a full list of target stimuli). Critical agreement was evaluated
between the subject noun of the subordinate clause following the complemen-
tizer at and the predicative adjective appearing after the past-tense copula va.
Violations in mismatch conditions were instantiated on the adjective and con-
cerned only one feature (i.e., there were no double violations of gender and
number). A final region of two to four words was added after the critical adjec-
tive to control potential wrap-up effects.

Gender violations were manipulated between masculine and neuter to ob-
tain robust effects, given that the feminine gender is currently in the process
of disappearing in several dialects of Norwegian (e.g., Busterud et al., 2019;
Lohndal & Westergaard, 2021; Rodina & Westergaard, 2021). The number of
masculine and neuter nouns was counterbalanced. All subject nouns in the
number conditions were plural, since this is the only context in which NN
differs from other dialects for this property. Number nonagreement sentences
contained a zero-marked predicative adjective (grammatical in NN), whereas

13 Language Learning 00:0, xxxx 2023, pp. 1–32
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

number agreement sentences displayed an overtly marked plural adjective
(ungrammatical in NN, grammatical in other dialects). ERPs were time-locked
to the onset of the critical word (the adjective).

Fillers had a similar structure up to the complementizer. This was followed
by a noun phrase consisting of an attributive adjective and a noun, preceded in
half the sentences by the determiner det/den. Only a sixth of the filler sentences
were patently ungrammatical, because the adjectives employed do not tolerate
article omission. The rest of the filler sentences (n = 150) were therefore on a
scale of acceptability. These materials were designed to investigate the effect
of determiner omission as a function of adjective type in Norwegian double
definite constructions.

Procedure
Upon arrival, participants read and signed an informed consent form. After
completing the LSBQ, they were escorted into a sound-attenuated glass booth
where the ERP experiment took place. After EEG cap preparation and system
setup, the experiment started. The 300 sentences were divided into 10 blocks
of 30 sentences. Participants were encouraged to take a rest at every break and
continue at their own pace. Sentences were pseudorandomized so that each
block contained three sentences from each condition (the current experiment
had four conditions; fillers had six), and two sentences from the same condition
could be, at the closest, 10 items apart.

EEG Recording and Processing
The EEG signal was continuously recorded from the scalp using 32 active elec-
trodes (ActiCap, Brain Products, Inc.) fitted in an elastic cap organized accord-
ing to the international 10–20 system. AFz served as the ground electrode.
EEG recording was referenced online to electrode FCz and re-referenced of-
fline to the average mastoids (TP9/10). The frontoparietal electrodes FP1 and
FP2, located above the eyebrows, were used to monitor eye blinks. Impedance
was kept below 20 k�s for all electrodes. The recordings were amplified by a
LiveAmp amplifier (Brain Products, Inc.) with a bandpass filter of 0.01–200
Hz and digitized continuously at a sampling rate of 500 Hz. Preprocessing of
the EEG data was performed on Brain Vision Analyzer 2.0 (Brain Products,
Inc.). All trials, regardless of accuracy in the grammaticality judgment task,
were considered for analysis (following procedures from Mickan & Lemhöfer,
2020; Tanner et al., 2013).

Offline data were filtered with a bandpass filter of 0.1–30 Hz. The con-
tinuous EEG was then segmented into 1,500-ms epochs with reference to the
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

critical word (adjective). Epochs contained a 300-ms prestimulus baseline and
ended 1,200 ms after stimulus onset. Trials were manually inspected for arti-
facts (drifts, excessive muscle artifact, blinks, blocking, etc.). Rejecting trials
with artifacts resulted in the exclusion of 3.23% of trials. The average number
of trials kept did not differ by condition (number grammatical: 24.5; num-
ber ungrammatical: 24.4; gender grammatical: 24.5; gender ungrammatical:
24.3; all ps > .1). The remaining epochs were baseline-corrected relative to
the 300-ms prestimulus baseline and averaged by condition for each partici-
pant. Due to technical issues, for 33 participants, roughly 31% of the aggre-
gate, only 50% of the trials (equally across all conditions) were input. Given the
excellent inclusion rate overall after preprocessing, this still yielded an average
across all participants of 81.75% of trials for the grand averaging, which is a
robust result.2 On the basis of the literature on the processing of nonlocal mor-
phosyntactic agreement, ERPs were identified by measuring mean amplitudes
in the 500–900-ms time window, where late positive components elicited by
morphosyntactic processing, such as the P600, tend to be found for both native
and nonnative speakers (e.g., Alemán Bañón et al., 2012, 2014; Kaan, 2007).
Analyses were conducted on a subset of the electrodes based on seven regions
of interest (left anterior: F3/7, FC1/5; right anterior: F4/8, FC2/6; left poste-
rior: CP1/5, P3/7; right posterior: CP2/6, P4/8; midline anterior: Fz; midline
medial: Cz; midline posterior: Pz, Oz; see, e.g., Tanner, 2019, for a similar
setup).

Results

Behavioral Data
We first report the results from the behavioral data. The descriptive statistics
of the proportion of acceptance and reaction time collapsed over condition
(gender vs. number) and agreement (agreement vs. nonagreement) are illus-
trated in Figure 1. It is important to emphasize here that, for the gender con-
dition, “nonagreement” refers to neuter-to-common (masculine and feminine,
which are collapsed in dialects with two-gender systems) violations that are
shared across both NN and other Norwegian dialects. However, for the number
condition, “nonagreement” trials refer to nonagreement between predicative
adjective and noun in number, which is grammatical in NN but ungrammatical
in other dialects.

We report statistical analyses on the proportion of acceptance only, since
we are interested in the participants’ grammatical judgments themselves rather
than how long it took them to arrive at those judgments.3 We ran a gener-
alized linear mixed-effects model with binary choice (correct or incorrect)
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

Figure 1 Descriptive illustration of the proportion of acceptance and reaction time from
the behavioral data using boxplot.

as a dependent variable. Condition (gender, number), agreement (agreement
or nonagreement), LSBQ composite score, nativeness (native NN, nonnative),
and their four-way interactions were included as fixed effects, as well as sub-
ject as a random intercept and agreement and condition as by-subject slopes.
We used the sjPlot package in R (Lüdecke, 2022) to generate diagnostic plots
and confirm model assumptions. We used the mixed function in the afex pack-
age in R (Singmann et al., 2015) to run a likelihood ratio test. The categorical
variables were sum coded, and the LSBQ composite score was centered around
the mean. Pairwise post hoc comparisons with Tukey contrasts were conducted
using the emmeans package in R (Lenth et al., 2019). The alpha that we will
use for interpreting statistical significance throughout the manuscript is .05.

The output of the likelihood ratio tests (Table 1) shows that there was a
significant main effect of agreement (p < .001) and condition (p < .001) and
a significant interaction between agreement and condition (p < .001). That is,
the difference in the rate of acceptance between agreement and nonagreement
trials was larger for gender than number. However, this effect was not mod-
ulated by (a) the participants’ exposure to NN (LSBQ composite score; p =
.05) or (b) whether they were NN natives or nonnatives (nativeness; p = .19)
or (c) the interaction of both (p = .14). The summary of the model with odds
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

Table 1 Likelihood ratio test results from generalized linear mixed-effects model of
behavioral (acceptance) data

Effect LR p

Agreement 60.90 <.001
Condition 50.83 <.001
Composite_c 0.52 .47
Nativeness 0.00 >.99
Agreement Condition 114.83 <.001
Agreement × Composite_c 0.00 .94
Condition × Composite_c 0.18 .67
Agreement × Nativeness 0.15 .70
Condition × Nativeness 0.43 .51
Composite_c × Nativeness 0.39 .53
Agreement × Condition × Composite_c 3.69 .05
Agreement × Condition × Nativeness 1.67 .19
Agreement × Composite_c × Nativeness 1.99 .15
Condition × Composite_c × Nativeness 1.29 .25
Agreement × Condition × Composite_c × Nativeness 2.16 .14

Note. Model: Acceptance ∼ Agreement × Condition × Composite_c × Nativeness
+ (Agreement + Condition|Subject). Composite_c = Language Social Background
Questionnaire composite score. Estimates in boldface are statistically significant at α =
.05. LR refers to likelihood ratio statistics.

ratios is included in Table S3.1 in Appendix S3 in the Supporting Information
online.

Event-Related Potential Data
For the ERP analysis, we examined the modulatory effects of exposure to NN
and native speaker status on ERP mean amplitudes at the time window of in-
terest (500–900 ms). We built a linear mixed-effects model with amplitude
as the dependent variable and the following as fixed effects: condition (gen-
der, number), agreement (agreement, nonagreement), LSBQ composite score,
nativeness (native NN, nonnative), and scalp region of interest (left-anterior,
right-anterior, left-posterior, right-posterior, midline-anterior, midline-central,
and midline posterior), as well as a four-way interaction between condition,
agreement, LSBQ composite score, and nativeness. The random structure
of these models contained random intercepts for subject and electrode and
by-subject slopes for condition and agreement. We used the sjPlot package
(Lüdecke, 2022) to generate diagnostic plots and confirm model assumptions.
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

Table 2 Likelihood ratio test results from linear mixed-effects model of event-related
potential data

Effect LR p

Agreement 4.36 .03
Condition 12.86 <.001
Composite_c 1.36 .24
Nativeness 2.31 .12
ROI 32.72 <.001
Agreement × Condition 209.82 <.001
Agreement × Composite_c 0.07 .79
Condition × Composite_c 1.27 .26
Agreement × Nativeness 1.10 .29
Condition × Nativeness 0.59 .44
Composite_c × Nativeness 2.53 .11
Agreement × Condition × Composite_c 0.71 .40
Agreement × Condition × Nativeness 0.01 .90
Agreement × Composite_c × Nativeness 0.42 .51
Condition × Composite_c × Nativeness 2.57 .10
Agreement × Condition × Composite_c × Nativeness 37.18 <.001

Note. Model: Amplitude ∼ Agreement × Condition × Composite_c × Nativeness
+ ROI + (Agreement + Condition|Subject). Composite_c = Language Social Back-
ground Questionnaire composite score; ROI = scalp region of interest. Estimates in
boldface are statistically significant at α = .05. LR refers to likelihood ratio statistics.

Upon visual inspection, we removed outliers with a standardized residual at a
distance greater than 2.5 standard deviations from 0, using the romr.fnc func-
tion from the LMERConvenienceFunctions package in R (Tremblay, 2020). In
total, 111 data points were removed. As in the behavioral data analysis, we
used the mixed function in the afex package (Singmann et al., 2015) to run a
likelihood ratio test. The categorical variables were sum coded, and the LSBQ
composite score was centered around the mean. Pairwise post hoc comparisons
with Tukey contrasts were conducted using the emmeans package (Lenth et al.,
2019). The summary of this model with b coefficients is included in Table S3.2
in Appendix S3 in the Supporting Information online.

As shown in Table 2, there was a significant interaction between condi-
tion and agreement, and the post hoc comparisons revealed that nonagree-
ment trials elicited a larger amplitude overall for gender than agreement trials
(agreement − nonagreement: b = −1.45, p < .001), whereas no differences
between agreement and nonagreement trials were found for number (agree-
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

Figure 2 ERP waveforms recorded at electrode Pz for gender and number from na-
tive and non-native Northern Norwegian participants reading agreement sentences (blue
dotted) and non-agreement sentences (red solid) in Northern Norwegian.

ment − nonagreement: b = .43, p = .07), because native and nonnative gram-
mars with contrasting number agreement patterns cancel each other out at the
aggregate level. This is shown in Figure 2, where the groups are split up by
native speaker status. Here we can see a different pattern in the ERP waveforms
between gender and number. Both native NNs and nonnative NNs show greater
amplitude for nonagreement trials than agreement trials for gender. However,
native NNs and nonnative NNs demonstrate a flipped P600 effect for number:
That is, whereas native NNs show greater amplitude for number agreement
than for nonagreement (ungrammatical in NN but grammatical in other di-
alects), nonnative NNs elicit greater amplitude for number nonagreement than
for agreement (grammatical in NN but ungrammatical in other dialects).

The topographical maps in Figure 3, which plot the distribution of the
agreement effect in gender (Panel A) and number (Panel B) at the aggregate
level (not controlling for nativeness) provide visual confirmation: a broadly
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

Figure 3 Topographical maps of A. the Gender non-agreement – Gender agreement
difference, B. the Number non-agreement – Number agreement difference for the 500–
900 ms time window.

distributed positivity for gender, and neutral polarity across most electrode
sites for number, whereby the positivity for number agreement in the native NN
and positivity for number nonagreement in the nonnative NN has a cancelling-
out effect.

As demonstrated in Figures 2–3, we now know that nativeness plays
a meaningful (but not deterministic) role in modulating number agreement
ERPs, but we have not yet considered how prolonged exposure to NN in nonna-
tives influences the brain responses to NN-specific grammatical patterns. The
significant four-way interaction between condition, agreement, LSBQ com-
posite score, and nativeness further illustrates that LSBQ composite score,
representing exposure to and engagement with the NN dialect, indeed signif-
icantly influences differences in ERP responses between native and nonnative
groups.

As illustrated by Figure 4, Panel A, both NN nonnatives and NN natives
show a clear P600 effect with greater amplitude for gender nonagreement than
for agreement, and this effect is maintained across the spectrum of exposure
to NN. However, in the number condition (Figure 4, Panel B), NN nonna-
tives and NN natives show a different pattern. That is, native speakers of NN,
regardless of their exposure to NN, show a P600 effect with greater amplitude
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Kubota et al. Bilectal Grammatical Processing

Figure 4 Illustration of the four-way interaction between Condition (gender, number),
Agreement (agreement, non-agreement), Composite score (indicated as composite_c),
and Nativeness (nonNative vs. Native-NN) on P600 component in the ERP data. Panel
A shows the effect of Composite score and Nativeness on P600 effect for gender, and
Panel B shows the effect of Composite score and Nativeness on P600 effect for number.
The shaded areas represent 95% Confidence Intervals. Agreement is indicated in red
and nonagreement in blue.

for number agreement, which is ungrammatical in their dialect than for nona-
greement. In contrast, nonnative NNs appear to process number differently de-
pending on their experience with NN, whereby a positive effect (with greater
amplitude for number agreement) becomes more pronounced toward partici-
pants with the most NN exposure, whereas at the other end (least exposure to
NN), it is nonagreement sentences that elicit more positive responses. In order
to break down this significant four-way interaction, we ran a three-way inter-
action between agreement, LSBQ composite score, and nativeness, splitting
the data by condition (gender and number). We found a significant interaction
between agreement, LSBQ composite score, and nativeness for the number
model (LR = 8.64, p = .003), but, as expected, not for the gender model (LR
= 2.31, p = .12; see Table S3.3 and Table S3.4 in Appendix S3 in the Sup-
porting Information online). These results suggest that being a NN native and
having more exposure to the NN dialect matter for processing number
agreement in NN (since NN and non-NN dialectal grammars treat number
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agreement differently) but not for gender agreement processing (since all Nor-
wegian dialects equally require masculine/neuter gender agreement).

Discussion

In an effort to understand how bilectalism might impact grammaticality
judgments, online processing, and their correspondence, the present study in-
vestigated the processing of gender and number agreement in a visual sentence
processing ERP experiment conducted in the NN dialect. Our participants
included native speakers of the NN dialect and speakers of other Norwegian
dialects who moved to Northern Norway later in life. Given the specifics
of the general Norwegian context, where the written standards (Bokmål
and Nynorsk) are imparted to all via education, yet the colloquial dialect
of the area where someone is raised will be their default spoken language,
it is fair to say that all our participants are bilectal, if not multilectal. As a
result, we did not take for granted a priori that anyone, even the NN natives,
would show clear judgments and/or ERP signatures of ungrammaticality in
the domains of interest for stimuli presented in NN, given that knowledge
of Bokmål and/or Nynorsk can conflict with NN. Recall that the critical
manipulation of our study involved the juxtaposition of two grammatical
structures that vary in configurational overlap. Since gender agreement pat-
terns (yielding neuter–masculine gender violations) are shared across all
dialects, we predicted that everyone would offer the expected grammaticality
judgments and classic ERP signatures (P600 responses): effects driven by
nonagreement. Both judgment and ERP data confirmed these predictions
straightforwardly.

Number agreement between a subject noun and a predicative adjective,
however, differs between NN and the written standards and other spoken di-
alects. Therefore, we first sought to check whether our participants were able
to correctly judge the opposite pattern of NN (obligatory lack of agreement,
which is patently ungrammatical in most other Norwegian dialects), and, in-
deed, how they processed relevant sentences online. Behaviorally, unlike the
case of gender, where all participants showed a distinction between grammat-
ical and ungrammatical agreement, none of the participants showed such a
distinction for number. This was likely a by-product of the fact that we asked
whether this was a sentence that could be produced by a native Norwegian.
We asked the question in this way to avoid any prescribed judgments on “cor-
rectness.” After all, it could have been the case that some participants, es-
pecially nonnatives of NN, would take lack of agreement to be ungrammat-
ical due to opinion or preference, even if they knew that it was the norm in
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NN. Given that the sentences were clearly provided in NN, we expected the
judgments to reflect the NN rules, at least for the subgroup of NN natives,
which would mean roughly the same differences in judging gender violations
as number ones in accord with NN. This was not, however, what we found.
Across the board, whereas all participants showed the expected pattern for
gender, they equally accepted sentences with and without number agreement.
This was true irrespective of being a NN native and/or of relative exposure to
NN.

This finding is interesting because it indicates that (a) all speakers are
accepting of lack of agreement where such agreement is obligatory in non-
NN dialects, yet (b) all still accept agreement even though the sentences are
clearly in NN. The most likely explanation, given that agreement in this con-
text is rather salient, is that our participants answered our question in a lit-
eral sense: Given at least explicit knowledge that some dialects of Norwegian
allow for agreement and others allow for nonagreement, they could imagine
both sentences being uttered by some Norwegian natives. What we can dis-
cern from this, regardless, is that even the nonnative NN participants know
that lack of number agreement is possible: knowledge which could only be
obtained via exposure to NN. In the future, checking this by running the
same experiment with people who have not had any significant exposure
to NN, for example, in Oslo, would put this assertion to a more rigorous
test.

Returning to Figure 4, we can see that the picture of the online process-
ing results is also interesting and yet does not necessarily mirror the judgment
data just discussed. This was in some ways predictable given the very nature
of how ERP experiments like this must be set up—in a comparative differ-
ence paradigm—and the way in which pattens of grammaticality vary between
NN and other Norwegian dialects. After all, the relevant comparison of sen-
tences with and without number agreement should always yield a P600 effect
no matter which Norwegian grammar a participant is using to parse the sen-
tences, precisely because one of the sentence types is ungrammatical in all the
grammars—just not the same contrast across the board. Because the ungram-
matical sentence type varies by dialect and our goal was to assess whether the
NN grammar is the driving force, we should expect the P600 (amplitude) to
be driven only by number agreement if everyone were using a NN grammar
for parsing, because this is the ungrammatical form in NN. Alternatively, the
effect should be driven by lack of agreement if everyone were using a non-NN
grammar, because this is ungrammatical in the other dialects. From what we
can see, however, for Figure 4, Panel B, and unlike what we saw for gender
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in Figure 4, Panel A, it is clearly not the case that everyone is using the same
grammatical configuration to parse these sentences, despite performing in the
same way on judgments.

The P600 effect is reversed in polarity across the spectrum of experience
with NN. As one might expect of an individual using NN to parse these sets
of sentences, a positive effect becomes more pronounced toward the most NN
extreme of the scale, whereas on the other end (as a function of less expo-
sure to NN), it is nonagreement sentences that elicit more positive responses.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, for NN natives (see Figure 4, Panel B left) agreement
elicits higher amplitude than nonagreement regardless of their exposure to NN.
This tells us that, despite being fully competent in the written standard(s), any
potential interference, at least at the aggregate level, does not overwhelm the
processing of their native dialect. This also provides some evidence for what
we argued above with respect to the behavior judgments. When providing a
judgment, one can offer a more “considered” response to the way we asked
the question (i.e., accept both number agreement and nonagreement), but the
real-time patterns of the NN natives align with the claims that NN, in fact,
disallows number agreement in the relevant context. This, however, is not true
of the NN nonnatives (see also Figure 4, Panel B right). It is in this subgroup
of participants that we can really appreciate the effect of NN exposure. With
increasing experience with NN, the NN distinction begins to drive the P600
effect in a qualitatively similar fashion as in the native NN cohort. This pattern
tells us that acquisition of a new dialectal grammar is possible, and that ex-
posure matters for this, as it does for typical adult L2 bilingualism. Moreover,
we should note that this interaction is mainly deriving from the slope of the
agreement trials: NN nonnatives elicit higher amplitude for agreement trials
with increasing NN exposure, whereas the amplitude of nonagreement trials
remains stable across the range of exposure with NN. This is not surprising,
given that this experiment was conducted in the (written) NN dialect mode,
and thus, agreement trials indeed involved the ungrammatical structure. Thus,
with more exposure to NN, NN nonnatives are more likely to become sensitive
to ungrammaticality in their nonnative dialect.

As can be seen in Figure 4, however, it is not the case that for the non-
native NN participants we have two discernible groupings: Although less and
more exposure to NN drives the picture of reversed polarity, it is also clear that
the lines cross toward the middle of the scale. There are at least two possible
accounts for this.

First, it might suggest that participants with only moderate experience
with NN somehow did not process agreement and nonagreement sentences
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significantly differently. Although this is in line with the overall judgment data,
we believe such an explanation to be unlikely, and not well motivated. After
all, these are native speakers of Norwegian, and the NN dialect is mutually
intelligible with their other dialects—which explains why no one, including
those with the least amount of experience with NN, reported any problems
in comprehension. For those participants at the lower end of the experience
scale, a difference between agreement and nonagreement is patent in the ERP
data. Hence, why would an individual with more exposure—though perhaps
not enough to show the native NN pattern—stop processing these distinctions?
This would be completely unnatural, given that there is no dialect of Norwe-
gian that does not grammaticalize either obligatory agreement or obligatory
lack of agreement.

A second possibility is that the observed pattern suggests an intermediary
stage in bilectal acquisition whereby acquisition of the new target, in this
case NN, does not preempt influence from its competitors when the learner
is processing the target. In principle, this is no different from what has
been documented in the adult L2 acquisition literature and labeled as the
preemption effect (Kush & Dahl, 2022; Rothman & Iverson, 2013; Trahey
& White, 1993). This is a very likely explanation considering the data in
Figure 4, which show that some nonnative NN learners indeed have the native
pattern, but that the likelihood of this correlates to being an individual in the
upper echelons of exposure to NN. If this explanation is on the right track,
then, those with moderate NN exposure appear to not process the relevant
distinction because they are accessing NN for exemplars with a lack of
number agreement and their other grammar(s) for exemplars appearing with
agreement.

Our results are in line with those of Lundquist and Vangsnes (2018) in an-
other Norwegian bilectalism study, which examined whether Sogn–Oslo bilec-
tals with low and high exposure to and alignment with the Sogn dialect can use
gender information in both dialect modes predictively. There is an obligatory
three-gender (Masculine, Feminine, Neuter) split in the Sogn dialect whereas
the Oslo dialect only makes a two-gender distinction (Common, Neuter). They
found that the group of participants who were more traditional speakers of
the Sogn dialect (as evidenced by self-reports and production tasks) reliably
used all gender cues when a processing task was presented in the Sogn dialect,
whereas the less traditional group did not exploit the masculine–feminine dis-
tinction. When presented with the Oslo dialect, neither group exploited the
masculine–feminine distinction. Such a modulatory effect of dialect alignment
on grammatical processing is also corroborated in our findings. Our study
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presses this further, going beyond the categorical distinction of high expo-
sure versus low exposure by operationalizing dialectal experience as a gra-
dient, continuous variable. Only by doing so were we able to see how the
interaction effect unfolded. It was not the case that all participants showed
the expected P600 effect (i.e., higher amplitude for agreement trials than for
nonagreement) and that the magnitude of this effect was modulated by ex-
posure (i.e., that there were quantitative differences). Instead, we witnessed an
inverse relationship between exposure and number (mis)match (i.e., qualitative
differences).

This indicates that there is some type of thresholding effect for bilectal-
ism as there is for adult L2 acquisition. The composite LSBQ score we used,
which has often been taken as an overall proficiency score in relevant re-
search (Grundy et al., 2017; Hermanto et al., 2012), seems to translate to ei-
ther (a) where along the developmental continuum in the acquisition of the
target the learner is or (b) what the bilectal grammar looks like at an ul-
timate attainment point under various degrees of exposure or engagements
conditions. This is also what we would expect to see in more typical L2 acquisi-
tion. Thus, we can say that bilectalism is similar in many ways to traditional L2
acquisition.

Limitations and Future Directions

The grammatical processing patterns we see with bilectals in Northern Norway
mirror those of L2 learners. However, our examination was confined to one di-
alect mode. Based on these results, we do not know whether individual bilec-
tals in this study would display distinct processing profiles if tested in other
Norwegian varieties to which they are sufficiently exposed. To what degree
do Norwegian bilectals (like bilinguals) show evidence of distinct grammat-
ical representations for other Norwegian dialects and/or for other Norwegian
written varieties they are engaged with (e.g., Norway’s two official written stan-
dards, Bokmål and Nynorsk)? To answer this question, future research can test
bilectals in two dialect modes, for instance, contrasting NN dialect writing and
Bokmål, which display diametrically opposed grammaticality for the number
agreement distinction we manipulated in this study (i.e., obligatory number
agreement in Bokmål vs. prohibited number agreement in NN). Testing in two
dialect modes would allow us to discern the extent to which bilectals adjust
their processing strategies depending on the dialect input. It can also reveal
how potential processing differences are further influenced by individual-level
variation in bilectal exposure, akin to the variations identified in the present
study.
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The present work serves as a reminder of an important point: Focusing
on binary oppositions and group comparisons is limiting. Doing so may con-
ceal the fact that main effects often emerge from a variety of bilingual be-
haviors within one group or, vice versa, that critical group-internal variation
can be obscured and neutralized at the aggregate level. This is an important
point that applies well beyond the confines of bilectalism, that is, it applies
regardless of the type of “bilingual” in focus. Failing to consider individual
level of engagements with a language or a dialect, one can be misled to pre-
sume that different groups of speakers represent the same monolithic under-
lying population. This, in turn, can lead to erroneous overgeneralizations that
(inadvertently) ignore systematicities in how speakers from distinct types of
bilingualism can overlap or differ at the individual level (e.g., Beatty-Martínez
& Titone, 2021; DeLuca et al., 2019; Leivada et al., 2021; Navarro-Torres
et al., 2021).

Conclusion

In sum, the processing of NN dialect seems to differ depending on expo-
sure to it: one does not need to be a native of NN to process its spe-
cific grammatical properties in a native-like manner. As we have discussed
in some detail, we interpret the present data as supporting the view that
bilectalism can be considered a proper subcase of bilingualism given how it
resembles patterns reminiscent of typical L2 bilingualism. Like L2 acquisition,
the present study demonstrates that bilectalism exists on a continuum whereby
grammatical processing is modulated by an interaction of converging factors
related to linguistic experience. Our findings also present evidence that merely
being able to comprehend input or being able to judge sentences as (in)correct
from closely related dialects does not a priori make an individual bilectal.

Final revised version accepted 22 June 2023
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Notes

1 In using “native” or “nativeness” throughout the article, we are simply referring to
the language(s) acquired on the basis of naturalistic exposure in early childhood.

2 When we removed these participants with only 50% of the data and ran the
analyses, we still found a significant four-way interaction between agreement
(agreement, nonagreement), condition (gender, number), composite score, and
nativeness (p = .045), indicating that the composite score modulates the P600
effect for number and gender differently, and this pattern differs between NN
natives and nonnatives. This interaction effect became more robust when we
included the participants with only 50% of the data (p < .001). For analyses, see the
R script, which can be accessed via https://github.com/MakiKubota/Nordnorsk.git

3 We provide the analysis of the reaction time data in the R script, which can be
accessed via https://github.com/MakiKubota/Nordnorsk.git. In sum, there was no
significant interaction between agreement and condition (p = .70), indicating that
there is no difference in P600 effect between processing of gender and number.
Moreover, the differences in reaction time between agreement and nonagreement
sentences for gender and number are not modulated by exposure (i.e., composite
score) or by nativeness.
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